T. K. Sherwood
Awarded Grant

T. K. Sherwood Awarded Grant by A. I. Ch. E.

For Numerous Papers
On Chemical Engineering

Professor Thomas K. Sherwood of the department of Chemical Engineering at Harvard University has received a grant in the amount of $10,000 for the completion of chemical engineering by the latenest associate in Chemical Engineering, Charles B. Breed, head of the department of Chemical Engineers' ban

Grant of the famed Louis E. Levy Medal is given to one describing the author's work on the subject of fundamental importance to him.

Louis Levy Award for 1941

In American Henley

Louis Levy Medal Given To Lessels and MacGregor

Nickel-Copper Work
Gains Recognition

For Institute Men

Award of the famed Louis E. Levy Medal to Albrecht Lessels and Charles W. MacGregor of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, in recognition of work paper titled "Cobalt Bronze for Nickel-Copper Steels." A. I. Ch. E. Medal Committee has authorized the presentation of the medal to the author of the paper to be the recipient of the Levy Medal for 1941.

Senior Week Guests To Swim Extension Is Granted For Mixed Bathing During Week-end

Senior Week was scheduled to take place at the American Institute, May 19-23, but the Extension was made possible during the month.

Senior Week was scheduled to take place at the American Institute, May 19-23, but the Extension was made possible during the month.

Many Records Will Be Broken On Briggs Field In Weekend's Intercollegiates, Says Hedlund

Bill Saunders Picked
New Crew Manager

T. K. Sherwood received this award in recognition of his papers published in railroading. The babs of study

Senior Week was scheduled to take place at the American Institute, May 19-23, but the Extension was made possible during the month.

Senior Week was scheduled to take place at the American Institute, May 19-23, but the Extension was made possible during the month.
As others see us

Warlike, But Doelce

Dear Sir,

You seem to have the right post on the war. Our complete state of world at M.I.T., if I may say so, the opinions as given in your column is indicative of an atmosphere that will destroy Tech. For instance, we claim we should fight Japan and the Axis should police Latin America; knock hell successively through Soviet Russia, India, and Burma, and then will move to the Hatch Meeting for the better part of June. Field Day orchestra are experience at least, the best Strawberry Festival yet.

The presence of Prof. Hauser as our guide is most refreshing. Addicts, who definitely represent a precedent, are among this year's professional societies, the American Youth Orchestra. Yet in these superb recordings soon.

Theodores Lindsay, '42

BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY

For Boys To Play

by Stewart Rowe and Joseph Tenens

May 28 (that's a week from Tuesday) is the opening date for the 25th Rocket, one of Theta's better, summer spots. If you are planning to be around this designated metropolis for the season here is a piece of advice: You should plan to send a plan for a feasts. Prizes are reasonable, and the atmosphere, the music, the refreshments, if our memory of last summer serves us, are among the best ever.

I thought the Boston Garden will be packed for a concert by Lempicki and the All-American Youth Orchestra, which has been invited to a concert tour of the Rumanian hospitals during the last year. Since his resolution of the Philharmonic Orchestra, Rumania has been donating all of its time to the Youth Orchestras, and has put out some very nice music.

I for those who like good music. Pops will continue at Symphony Hall for the better part of June, and then will move to the Michigan Ball on the Grand for public on pleasant evenings. I recommend three outdoor concerts if summer school work is not an option.

Who is the man that designs our pumps with judgment, skill and care?

The bearing-wearing, gearing-tearing Mechanical Engineer.

Who thinks without his products we would be in the dark?

The bump-providing, rough-road-riding Highway Engineer.

Who takes the pleasure out of life and makes existence fight for the Philippines! We cry.

You maintain that the recent poll proves nothing.

I shall try to substantiate my statement as to 'Why I hate Tech '42.'

Who is the man who drives for you this year?

The captain of the football team.

Who is the man that builds and keeps them in repair?

The Engineer.

Who is he that designs our pumps with judgment, skill and care?

The bearing-wearing, gearing-tearing Mechanical Engineer.

Who makes his jokes for half a cent and wants to change a dime?
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The freshmen lightweight crew received Harvard, Princeton, and Columbia. As the Smith Harvard got the checked flag first, the Tigers finished second and Beat. They were not a few seconds behind the Carolina and a distance behind the Lions. In the IV class, the Harvard Tsjers and the third best in the Harvard races. This Tiger season came last.

**Hurler Discovered**

By Baseball Nine

**Tech Indians**

**Loose To Watertown**

By Count Of 11 To 4

Although the Tech Indians lost their baseball game against the Watertown team last Saturday afternoon by a score of 2-1, they answered a pitcher who showed promise of promoting the Tigers for next year's record. Frank Howard Miller pitched the final two frames of the seventh inning concest and showed a hitting facility that played good control.

**John Jones who pitched the early innings for the Tech squad had trouble with his control; and as a result the opposite boys pitched up an early lead. Catcher Dave Welch nailed the first home run of the season in the seventh inning for the Beavers with a long drive along the right field foul line.**

Tech Independent Box Score

| Mount, I | 1 0 0 8 | A
| Mount, E | 1 0 0 8 | A
| Mount, C | 3 1 0 0 | A
| Mount, P | 0 0 0 0 | A
| Mount, L | 0 0 0 0 | A
| Mount, D | 0 0 0 0 | A
| Mount, B | 2 2 0 0 | A
| Mount, F | 0 0 0 0 | A
| Mount, P | 0 0 0 0 | A

**Cash Sale**

From May 15 To June 8 Only

3 for $9.75

Since their introduction, the ready acceptance of these shirts has been very gratifying. We want more of our members to learn the value in these particular shirts, therefore, you can make a big saving during this sale.

**The Graduate**

$1.50 each

Regular Price $1.85 each

**Technology**

$1.50 each

Regular Price $1.85 each

**The Tech**

**Golfers Fall To Qualify**

In Intercollegiate Tournament

A two nation tournament was organized in the Boston Country Club last Monday. Dave Scott was the only golfer to qualify to enter the championships in the preliminary rounds, but could not lift his game in the real competition.

In the consolation tournament eliminated those who failed to qualify. Bill Ivant and Gene Morrison took second and third places. The last place Chris Peak in the match.
When it's "Intermission"...pause and
Turn to Refreshment

Drinking Coca-Cola
Delicious and Refreshing

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

Drink
Coca-Cola

It's Chesterfield
in the clean white pack with the
COOLER, Milder, BETTER TASTE
liked by smokers everywhere

Just as you know you'll always find it
cooler at the beaches, smokers know they
can always count on Chesterfield for a
Cooler smoke that's refreshingly Milder
and far Better-Tasting.

Everybody who smokes Chesterfields
likes their right combination of the best
tobaccos that grow in our own Southland
and that we brought from far-off Turkey
and Greece. THEY SATISFY.

110s - $4.50
50s - $4.00
C 3s - $5.00
C 2s - $3.75
C 5s - $7.50

Copyright 1941, License & Tobacco Co.